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DARBOUX PROPERTY OF FINITELY ADDITIVE 
MEASURE ON <$-RING 
VLADIMIR OLEJCEK 
1. Introduction. Let Sf be a (5-ring (i.e. a ring closed over countable intersections) 
and let cp be a positive finitely additive measure on Sf, i.e. cp is a real function 
defined on Sf, where 
(i) EeSf^>0^q?(E)<oo, 
(ii) EeSf, FeSf, EnF=0d><p(EuF) = <p(E) + <p(F). 
Definition. We say that asetEe Sfis an atom (with respect to qp) if(p(E) > 0 and 
if for every set AeSf, AcE we have either qp(A) = 0 or qp(A) = qp(E). We say 
that qp is nonatomic on E if Sf contains no atom AczE. We say that qp has the 
Darboux property on E if for every number a such that 0 < a < qp(E) there exists 
a set AeSf, AczE and such that qp(A ) = a. We say that qp is nonatomic (qp has the 
Darboux property) if qp is nonatomic (qp has the Darboux property) on E for every 
setEeSf. 
This is an extended definition of that in [2, §2, 9, def. 4] and moreover we use 
the formulation *'qp has the Darboux property onE" instead of ''E has the Darboux 
property with respect to qp". 
It is well known that if qp is countably additive on Sf and a-finite on E, then 
a sufficient condition for qp having the Darboux property on E is the fact that qp is 
nonatomic on E ([2, §2, 9, prop. 7]). 
In this paper it will be shown in section 2 that the preceding proposition for 
a finitely additive measure is false in general. We shall prove the existence of 
a nonatomic positive finitely additive measure without the Darboux property. 
In section 3 there are given some sufficient conditions for a finitely additive 
measure qp having the Darboux property, namely by means of the decomposition of 
qp on the a-additive part and the purely additive part by [4]. 
2. Nonatomic measure and the Darboux property. 
Lemma 1 ([3, lemme 1 ]). Let E be an arbitrary set and let Xbe a nonempty class 
of subsets of the set E. There exists a set function m, where the following 
conditions hold; 
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(a) m attains on every subset of the set E one of the two values 0 and 1, 
(P) if AczE, BczE and AnB = 0, then m(A uB) = m(A) + m(B), 
(y) if A eft, then m(A) = 0, 
(d)m(E)=\, 
if and only if there exists a class of sets M, satisfying the next conditions: 
(a) every element of the class M is a subset of the set E, 
(b) if AeM and BeM, then AuBeM, 
(c) if AczM and BczA, then BeM, 
(d) EiM, 
(e) if AczE, then AeMorE-AeM, 
(f) WczM. 
Note 1. In lemma 1 we can write an arbitrary positive real number a instead 
of 1. 
Note 2. The conditions (a)—(d) ((a)—(e)) are equivalent to the fact that M is 
an ideal (maximal ideal) in E. 
Lemma 2. Let \i be an arbitrary nontrivial positive finitely additive measure 
defined on the o-algebra of all subsets of the set of positive integers (i.e. on 2N). 
Then for an arbitrary positive real number a there exists a nontrivial positive 
finitely additive measure v defined on 2N such that either v(A) = 0 or v(A ) = a for 
every Ae2N and 
li(A) = 0d>v(A) = 0. 
Proof. Put JC= {AczN: fi(A) = 0}. Evidently in 3f holds conditions (a)—(d), 
i.e. JC is an ideal in N and it can be extended to a maximal ideal M, for which the 
conditions (a)—(/) are fulfilled. From lemma 1 it follows that there exists 
a nontrivial two-valued positive finitely additive measure v defined on 2N and 
vanishing on X, i.e. such that [i(A) = 0^>v(A) = 0. 
Let AczN. Denote A(n) the number of elements of A, which are smaller or 
equal to n, i.e. 
Mn)= 2 1. 
a 6 A, a <n 
Put an = n~
lA(n). The numbers h*(A) = \im infnan and h*(A) = \im supnan are 
called lower and upper asymptotic density of the set A, respectively. If 
h*(A) = h*(A), i.e. if there exists limnan, it is called the asymptotic density of the 
set A and is denoted h(A). The set function h is positive finitely additive on the 
family 3Ccz 2N of all subsets of the set N for which there exists the asymptotic 
density and it can be extended to a positive finitely additive measure //, defined on 
2N such that 
(I) h*(A)^ii(A)^h*(A) ([1, p. 231]). 
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For example we can put ft (A) = Lim an, where Lim means the Banach limit ([1, 
p. 34]). 
Lemma 3. The measure \i is nonatomic on N. 
Proof. Let AaN and [i(A)>0. Let k be an integer, for which 
k~lh*(A)<n(A). Decompose the set A = {au a2y ay, ...} into k sets 
t>\ ~~ {Gii Gk+ii • • • - amk+1, aim+1 )k+1, . . . } 
B2 = {a2, ak+2, ..., amk+2, aim+l)k+2, . . . } 
Bk — {ak, a2k, ..., aim+\)k, aim+2)k, . . . } . 
For an arbitrary i^k put 
a € B,. a^n 
Then £, (/i ) = /// + 1 if and only if 
It follows that 
mk + i = (m + \)k + i-k^A(n)<(m + \)k + i 
and therefore 
Bl(n)+^^<B,(n) + l 
Hence multiplying n~' and passing n—>=» we obtain 
/.*(#) = lim sup ^ ^ = lim sup - ^ = \h*{A). 
n n n kn k 
The measure /J is additive and BinB,=0 for /-£/. It follows that there exists an 
integer h^k such that ^(B^^O. Summarizing we have 
0<n(Bio)^h*(Bio) = ±h*(A)<n(A). 
Consequently A is not an atom. 
Theorem 1. There exists a positive finitely additive measure, which is nonatomic 
and which has not the Darboux property. 
Proof. Let Sf be the cr-algebra of all subsets of the set N of positive integers. Let 
fi be the measure defined above for which (I) holds. According to lemma 2 there 
exists a positive finitely additive measure v defined on Sf such that v(.A) = 0 or 
v(A) = 2 and fi(A) = 0^v(A) = 0 for every set A eSf. Put <p = // +v . Then q? is 
a positive finitely additive measure on Sf. Let q>(A)>0. If there were (i(A) = 0, 
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then v(A) = 0 as well and hence qp(A) = [i(A) + v(A) = (). Consequently 
fi(A)>0. Since fi is a nonatomic measure, there exists a set B e9 such that BaA 
and 0<p( .B)<f i ( -4) . But then 
0<(p(B) = ii(B) + v(B)<fi(A) + v(A) = (p(A). 
Consequently A is not an atom with respect to qp and therefore qp is nonatomic on 
IV. Since qp attains no value in the open interval (1, 2), qp has not the Darboux 
property on IV. 
3. Decomposition and the Darboux property. 
Let qp be a positive finitely additive measure defined on a 6-ring qp of subsets of 
a set X. Let for a set E e Sf be 0 < qp(E) < o°. According to [4, 1.24] there exists one 
and only one pair of positive measures ^p, ic defined on the a-algebra 
SfE = {A eSf: A czE} such that ^p is a-additive, JZ is purely additive and 
qp(A) = ^p(A) + Jz(A) for every A eSfE. 
Theorem 2. The measure qp has the Darboux property on the set EeSfif at least 
one of the following two conditions is fulfilled: 
(i) ^p(E)> JI(E) and ^p is nonatomic on E, 
(ii) ^p(E)^:J^(E) and JZ has the Darboux property on A for every AeSfE. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for every number a e ( 0 , 2~lqp(E)) there 
exists a set FeSf, FczE and such that qp(F) = a. In case of ae(2~lqp(E), qp(E)), 
let us denote a' = qp(E)-a. Then a ' e ( 0 , 2~'qp(E)) and if F' eSf is such that 
qp(F') = a', then for the set F=E — F' we have 
(p(F) = cp(E - F') = cp(E)- <p(F') = <p(E) - a' = a. 
Let the condition (/) hold and let a e (0, 2~lqp(E)) c (0, ^p(E)). According to [4, 
1.19] there exists a set BeSf, BczE and such that JT(E — B) = 0 and 
^p(B)<e = ^p(E)-a. Whence a<^p(E)-^p(B) = ^p(E-B). Since by (/) ^p is 
nonatomic on E, it is nonatomic on E — B as well. Therefore ^p has the Darboux 
property on E — B ([2, §2, prop. 7]). It follows that there exists a set AeSf, 
AczE — B and such that ^p(A) = a. Since 0^JZ(A)^JT(E — B) = 0, we have 
jt(A) = 0 and 
qp( A ) = ^p(A ) + JI(A ) = a. 
Now let (//) hold and let a e ( 0 , 2~1qp(E)) c ( 0 , JZ(E)). According to [4, 1.19] 
there exists a set CxeSfE such that JZ(CX) = JZ(E) and ^p(Cx)<£x = mm {1, a } . 
Since JI has the Darboux property on every A e ffE and C, e ZfE, there exists a set 
Ax eSfEy Ax cz C, and such that jt(Ax) = a. Since Ax cz C, we have ^p(Ax)<e^ and 
consequently 
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a ^ ^p(Ax) + Jt(Ax) < a + ex, 
whence 
a^<p(Ax)^a + ex. 
Since JT has the Darboux property on Au there exists a set Bx eSf,Bxcz Ax and such 
that JZ(BX) = a — ex. From the fact Bx a Ax cz C, it follows that ^p(Bx)<ex. Conse-
quently 
a - £l=Ji(Bl)^ip(Bl) + j-(Bl)<a9 
whence 
a-£x^qp(Bx)<a. 
Finally we have 
ji(Ax-Bx) = jt(At)-Jt(Bt) = a-Jt(Bx)^a-<p(Bx)>0. 
Summarizing, there exists a number £u 0 < £ , ^ 1 and sets Bxc:Ax such that 
JI(AX -Bt)^a-<p(Bt) and 
0^a-ex^<p(Bx)<a^<p(At)<a + €x. 
Suppose now that there exists a number en, 0<en ^n~
l and sets Bn c:An such that 
jz(An-Bn)*za-<p(Bn) and 
0^a-£n^<p(Bn)<a^<p(An)<a + en. 
According to [4, 1.19] there exists a set Cn+te^E, Cn+xczAn-Bn such that 
jt(Cn+t) = Jt(AH-Bn) and ^p(Cn+x)<£H+t = min {(n + iy\ a-<p(Bn)}. Since K 
has the Darboux property on CH+U there exists a set AH+xc:Cn+x such that 
jz(An+x) = a-<p(Bn). Since AH+tczCH+u then ^p(An+x)<en+x. Putting 
An+x=BHuAH+u we obtain 
a = <p(Bn) + JT(A;+X) ^ <p(Bn) + Jt(A:+t) + xp(An
t
+x)<a +en+x 
and since Bny An+X are disjoint, it follows 
a**<p(AH+l)<a + EH+x. 
According to the assumption of this theorem, TZ has the Darboux property on AH+t. 
It follows that there exists a set BH+tc:AH+i such that J~(BH+X) = 
= a-<p(BH)-£H+l. Since BH+lczAH+tczCn+u then ^p(Bn+t)<eH+u consequently 
0 ^ a - eH+l = <p(BH) + ^r(i?:.>t)^ <p(Bm) + *(£„'+,) + V(«.'+0 < « . 
Putting Bn+x=BHuBH+u we obtain, since £„, -9„'-M are disjoint 
a-en+x*k<p(BH+t)<a. 
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Further, we have 
x(An+l-Bn+l) = jr((BnuA:+l)-(BnuB:+l)) = 
=ji(A:+l-B:+1)=jr(A:+l)-jr(B:+i)=a-<p(Bn)-
-(a-<p(Bn)-en+x) = en+x^a-<p(Bn+x)>0. 
Summarizing, there exists a real number en+x, 0<£n+x^(n + l)~
1 and sets A.+i, 
Bn+l such that Bn c B n + l c= An + l czAn, Jt(An + x - B n + X ) ^ a - <p(Bn+l) and 
0^a-en+l^<p(Bn+l)<a^<p(An+l)<a + €n+l. 
In this way we have found by means of recurrence sequences {An}n=x and {Bn}:=\ 
of sets belonging to ^E such that 
Bx cB2c= ... c J5„ <= ... c: An a ... c A2c= A, 
and 
a - - ^ ^ ( S „ ) < a ^ g ? ( A „ ) < a + -
for every positive integer n. Denote 
A=D*An-
Then A e ffE and for every n we have 5 f l c A c A „ . It follows that 
a--^<p(Bn)^<p(A)^<p(An)<a+-, 
for every n and consequently 
<p(-4) = a . 
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CBOЙCTBO ДAPБУ KOHEЧHO AДДИTИBHOЙ MEPЫ 
HA ő-KOЛЫДE 
Ðлaдимиp O л e й ч e к 
Peзюмe 
Mepa ф oпpeдeлeнa нa кoльцe У oблaдaeт cвoйcгвoм Дapбy нa мнoжecтвe £ e У , ecли для 
пpoизвoльнoгo чиcлa a из интepвaлa (0, ф(E)) cyщecтвyeт мнoжecтвo A e У, A cг. E, для кoтopoгo 
ф(A ) = a. Гoвopят чтo ф oблaдaeт cвoйcтвoм Дapбy, ecли ф oблaдaeт cвoйcrвoм Дapбy нa E для 
кaждoro EeУ. 
Teopeмa 1. Cyщecтвyeт кoнeчнo aддитивнaя мepa, кoтopaя являeтcя нeaтoмичecкoи и нe 
oблaдaeт cвoиcтвoм Дapбy. 
Ecли ф кoнeчнo aддитивнaя мepa нa ó-кoльцe У и и л oбpaзyют ee paзлoжeниe нa 
a-aддитивнyю и чиcтo aддитивнyю чacть нa a-aлгeбpe ïŕв = {A eбŕ: A cLľ}, тo имeeт мecтo 
cлeдyющaя тeopeмa. 
Teopeмa 2. Mepa ф oблaдaeт cвoйcтвoм Дapбy нa мнoжecтвe E, ecли выпoлнeнo пo кpaйнeй 
мepe oднo из cлeдyющиx ycлoвий: 
(и) \p(E)>л(E) и Ц> являeтcя нeaтoмичecкoй нa E, 
(ии) тp(E)^л(E) и л oблaдaeт cвoйcтвoм Дapбy нa A для кaждoгo Ae5ŕE. 
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